
ETHICAL CODE
U R I E L

ABOUT URIEL GROUP
Uriel Group started its business activity in 1927 by the

incorporation by Mr. Félix Huarte Goñi of Huarte y Cía, one of

the Spanish leading construction companies with an

international footprint.

 

From the beginning, Uriel Group has participated in a wide

range of economic industries. Currently it has activity in: waste

management, automotive, international trading, renewable

energies, real estate, food industry, farming industry, parking

slots. Its footprint includes countries like USA, Brazil, Poland,

Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Vietnam. 

 

ETHICAL CODE
It includes the values   and principles that should govern the

actions of the URIEL members (administration bodies,

attorneys, directors and employees) in the performance of their

duties and positions as well as it inspires the behavior of the

companies that work together with URIEL or in which URIEL

owns.

VALUES
Quality

Fierce competition, 

Innovation and diversification

     loyally developed

PRINCIPLES

Compliance with the law

Respect for people

Equal opportunities

HOTLINE
Contact the confidencial hotline to address ethical matters

buzonetico@urielinversiones.com

Entrepreneurship

Agility in decision making

Internacionalization

Honor its commitments

Respect for the enviroment

Conflict of interest management



VALUES
Quality. Fierce competition, loyally developed. 

Innovation and diversification. Entreprenuership. Internationalization. 

Agility in decision making.

Equal opportunities

Respect for the people and the enviroment

Compliance with the law at all time in all jurisdictions:

- in the relationship with suppliers, public administrations and third parties.

- in Health and Safety matters

- in Enviromental matters

- Respect for third parties IP and intellectual property

- Data Privacy

- Gifts and gratuities

- Political contributions

PRINCIPLES

Honor the commitments contractually assumed with third parties

Non disclosure of own and third parties confidential information 

Cybersecurity

Prevention of conflict of interests between the company and its members

HOTLINE
URIEL has a Compliance Committee in charge of complying with the company's values   

and principles as well as a hotline (buzonetico@urielinversiones.com), open

to its members and third parties to submit complaints or other communications on this 

matter. 
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It includes the values   and principles that should govern the actions of the

URIEL members (administration bodies, attorneys, directors and employees) in

the performance of their duties and positions as well as it inspires the behavior

of the companies that work together with URIEL or in which URIEL owns.

DESCRIPTION


